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T-REX 4 PIECE PAJAMA SET FOR BOYSThis 4-piece dinosaur pajama set includes two pairs of fun pajamas for the little dinosaur
lovers.Crafted in soft, snug cotton, these PJs are a bedtime favorite.Cozy up and dream about prehistoric times. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
23,90 €

Discount -6,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSultan Industries 

Description T-REX 4 PIECE PAJAMA SET FOR BOYSThis 4-piece dinosaur pajama set includes two pairs of fun pajamas for the little dinosaur
lovers.Crafted in soft, snug cotton, these PJs are a bedtime favorite.Cozy up and dream about prehistoric times.4 PIECE SET FEATURESBoth
PJ sets feature long sleeves and round necklines, elastic waists and cuffed bottoms.The first set has the words "T-Rex" and a T-Rex skeleton
printed across the top. The bottoms feature an allover dinosaur print.The second set features green and aqua blue dinosaurs printed over a
black background on the top and bottoms. Neckline, ankle and arm cuffs of both sets are trimmed with stretchy soft ribbed fabric.100% SOFT
COTTON FABRIC AND A SNUG FIT FOR YOUR CHILD'S COMFORT AND SAFETYWe know that the safety of your little dinosaur lover is
your number one priority.This PJ set is not flame-resistant and it's made to fit snugly in compliance with children's sleepwear regulations.The
100% cotton fabric is light, soft and breathable to prevent any unnecessary sweating or overheating.AMAZING QUALITY AND EASY
CAREExperience the exceptional quality of our sleepwear. Superior stitching and perfectly-lined hems ensure lasting quality even after multiple
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washes.The PJ sets are all machine washable. Just toss them in the washer on Delicate and tumble dry low.A GREAT GIFT IDEASurprise your
favorite little dinosaur fan with our adorable 4 pc PJ setSultan IndustriesDead Tired100% Cotton, Snug FitLong/longPajama – 2pcBoys 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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